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ABSTRACT
Global Motion Estimation(GME) techniques have been
developed and usually applied on video that motion takes
place often. Although these methods produce accurate results where frequent motion occurs, they turn out to be inefficient if motion is not so often in the video as in semidynamic videos. In this paper, we propose motion sensors
that will indicate the existence of motion and yield quick
approximation to the motion when motion exists thus removing the computations of the hierarchical evaluation of
low-pass filtered images as in iterative descent methods.
1. INTRODUCTION
Global Motion Estimation (GME) techniques play an important role in video compression methods. GME is usually
used to describe the camera motion in a video. The motion is usually modeled with perspective, affine, translationzoom-rotation or translational motion models. Most of the
GME techniques developed concentrate on the accuracy of
motion parameters of the chosen motion models [1, 2, 3].
These methods usually include an initial estimation of the
subset of the motion parameters and then adjusting of the
motion parameters using a hierarchical pyramid of low-pass
filtered images. These methods are usually tested on dynamic video where there is almost always motion in the
video. In semi-dynamic video applications, like distance
education, the motion does not happen often. The motion
usually happens at intervals and then the camera stabilizes.
A hierarchical gradient descent method which uses Mestimators has been used to perform GME [1, 2, 3, 4]. An
initial matching is necessary to avoid being trapped in local minima. The iterative descent is used to adjust the motion parameters at each level of the pyramid. There are two
drawbacks of this kind of approaches: error in initial estimation and hierarchical computation of iterative descent. First
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drawback causes the technique to be trapped in local minima and the next one introduces significant computation.
Tomasi and Shi [5] presents feature selection process based
on a dissimilarity of feature selection. The features are selected based on the initial frame and the current frame thus
depending on the motion between two frames. There are
features presented based on edges (high gradients), corners,
block having high spatial frequency. Features are selected
using the Laplace operator with its FIR filter coefficients
 
[6]. This type of features are selected according to
the neighboring pixels.
In this paper, we propose motion sensors which are sensitive to motion that may take place. The motion sensors are
expected to displace their positions in any type of motion
and should be enough to describe the motion. For example,
4 motion sensors should yield information about perspective motion and 3 motion sensors should yield information
about affine motion. For each pixel within the initial frame,
a block search is performed. We used two kinds of masks:
square and circular. The motion sensors are not only edges
having high gradients. They are obtained by using more
general information than gradients and carry more information in case of motion.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 following
section explains motion sensors. The GME is discussed in
Section 3. Section 4 explains our experiments and the last
section concludes our paper.
2. MOTION SENSORS
Our experiments showed that motion estimation methods
which process all the pixels that are available are slow for
video. So, rather a set of feature points are selected and
they are tracked in each frame. Mapping feature points in
two frames is not easy since there may be several feature
points that share the same characteristics.
This method aims to match blocks that have motion sensors as their center points rather than mapping feature points

themselves. This approach does not require the exact mapping of the feature point. The error function used in block
matching introduces flexibility in tracking of the motion
sensors points even though feature points are not located
as they are expected.
Motion sensors are feature points which are sensitive to
motion. The motion sensors are expected to displace their
positions in any type of motion. 2 motion sensors should
yield information about translation-zoom-rotation motion and
1 motion sensor should be enough to detect translational
motion.
Edges having high gradients are likely to be candidates
for motion sensors. Unfortunately, gradient contains in
formation within
pixel distance which is usually not
enough to detect motion due to existence of patterns or aperture problem. Another problem with the edges is the mapping of edges in two frames. Because another edge may
possess similar information to the desired edge and makes
it difficult to detect the motion.
It is very hard to find absolute motion sensors that will
change their locations after every type of motion. The goal
is to find the motion sensors that will displace their locations in most types of motion. In Fig. 1, there are two lines
intersecting each other. Every point lying on lines and 
is likely to displace to their positions after a motion. Let the
slopes for and  be 
and   , respectively. If there is a
motion in the direction of  , the points lying on line will
be useless and moreover, make the motion estimation difficult. Similar statement is also true for line  . Which points
carry the highest information for motion? The answer is the
intersection of line and line  because the  will always
change its location either there is a motion in the direction
of  or  .
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the block search operation, n-step search can be used. As an
error function, we use the sum of absolute error differences
(SAD)
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where   represents the block where  is its center
and  

represents a block within the search distance . Let :  and
; denote the : and ; coordinates of a pixel  . The sensi
tivity of a pixel is determined by     which is computed
by
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Fig. 2. Square and circular masks.
We have used two different masks to detect motion sensors: square and circular. Figure 2 depicts 8x8 square mask
and a circular mask of radius 4. Square mask contains 64
pixels whereas circular mask has 61 pixels. Circular mask
is a better approximation than square masks, since pixels
within a radius is considered. In real examples, the difference is not distinguishable when either of these masks is
used. Fig. 3 shows motion sensors detected for a frame from
a mobile & calendar frame by square and circular masks.
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Fig. 1. Intersecting lines.
In real video, the existence of lines and their intersection
are not guaranteed. Even though, the lines may exist, they
may not be straight lines or may be hard to detect. Therefore, we propose a method that will work without detection
of lines and using gradients (since they carry limited information about the surrounding pixels).
2.1. Detection of Motion Sensors
A feature point is distinguishable by its surrounding pixels.
A block matching process is performed for a block containing motion sensor  as its center within the same frame.
The block search operation is performed within distance of

. Each block size has a height and width of  pixels. For
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Fig. 3. Mobile & Calendar example for motion sensors a)
original frame b) motion sensors in the frame from circular
mask c) application of square mask d) application of circular mask.
One problem in matching of the blocks is the significant displacement between two frames. In most cases, the
motion between two consecutive frames are not huge.

2.2. Optimization in Detection of Motion Sensors
Although motion sensor detection is performed at the beginning, the comparison of blocks is the most expensive part
and it should be optimized. There are a couple of optimizations that can be performed. Since the goal is not to find
all the motion sensors, there is no problem if some of them
are missed. In most cases, a motion sensor has a neighboring motion sensor and an ordinary pixel has a neighboring
ordinary pixel. Therefore, motion sensor detection can be
performed at intervals. To increase the performance, every
other pixel is skipped during detection.
Note that the distance between two blocks are symmetric. If the distance between two blocks are already computed, there is no need to compute the distance between

those two blocks
again. If the search distance is , there
    U

are initially
SAD computations. Due to symme  V
try, this is reduced to
.
The sensitivity of a pixel will be high if it is a motion sensor. Otherwise, the pixel’s region is similar to its
surrounding. If the sensitivity is low when comparing the
blocks, the further blocks do not need to be compared. Because that pixel can no longer be a motion sensor.

computation of gradients and computing gradient descent
for each layer. In our experiments, motion sensors approximately give the motion parameters without generation of
hierarchical pyramid.
The mapping of a motion sensor is computed using block
matching. For finding the best matching block, the full
searching or n-step searching can be applied. Since the
number of feature points is usually very few, the process
of full searching is still fast and sometimes is desired if accuracy is needed. For perspective, affine, translation-zoomrotation and translational motion at least 4, 3, 2 and 1 motion sensors are required, respectively. Extra motion sensors
can be used to check the correctness of motion.
In our implementation, we choose 3 motion sensors to
estimate the motion. Since 3 motion sensors are used, only
the parameters for affine motion can be estimated. The parameters for translational and translation-zoom-rotation are
subsets of these parameters. Since perspective motion is
sensitive to slight changes in the parameters and iterative
descent methods can be trapped in local minima, the initial
guess of perspective motion parameters is not performed by
motion sensors. The general structure of the motion estimation algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.

3. GLOBAL MOTION ESTIMATION USING
MOTION SENSORS
There are different types of motion models that are used in
global motion estimation depending on the camera operations and the structure of the scene. In this paper, our goal
is to detect the camera motion which is parameterized by
perspective motion model:
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The error between two frames can be declared as
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where |  : * ; *  is the intensity at  : * ; *  in the previous

frame and its corresponding in the current frame is | W  : *W ; * W  .
Error  is computed for pixels overlapping in two frames.
The iterative descent methods are likely to be trapped in
local minima when they try to minimize Equation 4. The
hierarchical (iterative descent) approach is usually applied
to detect the motion parameters. Initial estimation of translational parameters is necessary to avoid local minima. This
method requires generation of low-pass filtering of a frame,

Fig. 4. Global Motion Estimation Algorithm.
If the motion detection by motion sensors is confirmed,
affine motion is estimated using Levenberg-Marquardt(LM)
iterative nonlinear minimization algorithm. Once the parameters are estimated for affine motion, these parameters
are again fed into LM algorithm to estimate the perspective
motion parameters.
If the motion sensors cannot uniquely identify a global
motion, the motion estimation is determined as in [1]. After
the motion parameters are obtained, motion sensors which
do not conform to global motion are eliminated and not used
in the subsequent motion detection.
To increase the robustness of motion estimation, M-estimators
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Fig. 5. Experiments. a) Background sprite from coastguard b) dynamic sprite from coastguard c) a frame from a lecture d)
the dynamic sprite of the frame.
are used [1, 2] and the error is expressed as:
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where s * $s * in the original formulation. Since this
function gives more weight to large errors, it is biased by
local motion (which are outliers for global motion). To decrease the effect of outliers, the truncated quadratic motion
is used:
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where  is a threshold selected according to the histogram
of the errors.
4. EXPERIMENTS
Our test database consists of the lectures recorded and digitized at SUNY/Buffalo. The lectures take place in a classroom which is a restricted environment. The camera motion
is not often and less than 10% of the frames contain camera
motion. The global motion is usually camera motion and the
perspective motion model is chosen for motion estimation.
To show the effects of our experiments, we have also tested
on MPEG-4 test sequences like coastguard which contains
almost continuous motion in all frames.
The difficulty with this type of video is that the motion
sensors may be occluded by moving objects or may disappear from the scene due to camera motion. In those cases,
motion sensors will significantly increase the error in Equation 4. The threshold RF determines that the maximum

average s * could be between consecutive frames. In our
test environment  ROFO is chosen as 100. Once the error
exceeds  RO , motion sensors are recomputed for the new
frame. The dynamic and static mosaics [7] are generated to
evaluate the correctness of the algorithm. If sprites can be
generated properly, the GME is assumed to be right. Figure
5 shows the sprites generated from coastguard example and
lecture examples.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced a method to perform the global
motion estimation method from semi-dynamic video. If the

video does not contain continuous motion, the existence of
the motion can be detected by motion sensors. Moreover,
motion sensors also give good approximation to the motion
model parameters. This initial estimation reduces the number of computation at the levels of pyramid. Although initial
detection of the motion sensors is costly, it is usually done
once at the beginning and can be optimized by the methods
given in Section 2.2.
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